
Tennis Club Calendar Updates  

 October summer nights ice cream social has been canceled due to large group restrictions 

 New York Shuffle and all related social events have been cancelled for 2020 

Ever since the pandemic hit Florida, the tennis club board has strived to help enable Timber Pines 

residents to play “safe” tennis. We have encouraged social distancing and other precautions as our 

situation dictated. The club board and tournament directors have been struggling with developing 

“safe” requirements once tournaments and other social events are permitted within Timber Pines. 

I know that we are all anxious for our traditional club activities to be able to resume. The social 

aspect of our sport is an important part of our life here. We have been evaluating various potential 

options for their eventual return. At this point the club board and tournament directors are 

unanimous in their decision to cancel the 2020 New York Shuffle and all related social events.  

I know that this decision will disappoint some club members and relieve some others. This was a 

very difficult decision to make. In coming to this conclusion, the health and safety of everyone was 

our most important factor. We took into consideration the following concerns as well as many 

others: 

 We don’t want to make any decision that could have the potential of reducing or 

eliminating our ability to continue to play tennis with our “regular” groups. 

 We all have a pent up desire to socialize with old friends. This will especially be true with 

the return of snowbirds. Maintaining social distances will be difficult at best during a 

tournament especially as one group of players leave and another comes on to play. 

 For many, the best part of a tournament is just sitting by the courts, watching some 

great tennis and socializing with our friends. Under the current conditions, this just can 

not happen. 

 During our “regular” group play, we can choose to play with other people who have a 

similar mindset to maintain safe play. We can easily decide whether or not to play with 

or against other individuals. The shuffle format takes away that possibility.  

Because we have not been able to have many tennis or social events this year, the tennis club board 

has decided to automatically credit each 2020 club member with a free 2021 membership. If you are 

currently a club member, you don’t need to do anything. We will automatically sign you up for next 

year. If you have made any changes to your contact information, please notify us.  

I thank the club board and tournament directors for their insight and guidance during the current 

situation. Thank you for your patience and understanding. 

 


